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PETER L. BERGER 

SOCIOLOGICAL THEORV AS AN AREA 
OF INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION 

There .can be little doubt about the 'increastngly international cha
racter of sociology as a sc~ence. Indeed, it is possible to speak of an interna
tional boom tn sociology, to the point where sociology appeaTs to be a. neces
sary ingr.edtent in the Ueberbau of any self-respecting country from the Unite'd 
States of America to Nepal ( I'm not making this up - I happened to notice 
recen:tly that there actually is a soliúary Nepalese- membeT of the American 
Sociological AssociaNon). It ·is also quite cle ar that this crosscultural succés 

fou of sociology now br1dges the division betwee:n socialist and non-socialist 
countr:ies, as anyone who has aUended, successively, the world congresses of 
sociology in Washington (1962) and Ev~an (1966) will readily testi'fy. This is 
not the mbment to speculat·e on the reasons for t'his ( thorugh this, i:n itself, is 
a vary intere:sting sociological question). Dne of the results has been a grow
ing mutual interest amo:ng sociologists in different countries and with this 
the development of a coertain "ecumenical" tolerance at least on the lrevel of 
good manners. I can personally assure you that F. Konstantinov, of the U.S.S.R. 

""""Aeademy··"of Sc1ences; and Talcott Parsons, of The Socžal System, had a se
emingly jovlal lunch together at Evian - so perhaps one can ·ev.en say that 
the "centra! ~commtttees" ha ve begun to get together. All this, no doubt, is 
a good thing. 

If we narrow aur focus to the relations between sociologists in the social'ist 
and non-soc'ialist countries, it :i:s perf.ectly obvrious that thts :new "climave" opens 
up possibiliNes of collaboration 'in specific empirical areas, both in terms 
of methods and of research results. The growing interest in comparative 
·sociology is Hkely to acc.elerate such collabor,ation. International compar
isons of data i:n, say, medical sociology or the sociology 'Of education are 
of obv•ious inter~est to anyorne working on these problems, tno matter where 
he 'is. And the deve1opments of new research techn'iqrues, such as new ap"" 
plications of comput1ers to sociological mat,erials, are 'Of equally obvious in
ternational irnterest. When it comes to the'Ory, however, the situation is rather 
di'ff.erent. Here, thte long shadow of Kari Marx continues to divide thos-e who sit 
in the darkness from thos·e who walk in the l'ight ( the r:espective allocation of light 
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and darkness depending, nf course, on whi,ch iSLde of the fence one puts' oneself J. 
In other words, it is more difficult to bracket the question of whether one is 
ar not a Marxist in dealing with problems of sociologiCial theory than in dealing 
with concrete empirical data - and since Marxism is a fundamental the·oretical 
po:sition with in1pl'ications for all the soc'ial sciences, it l-s quite proper that 
this question should not be bracketed. This has lead, however, to a paradoxical 
consequence - namely, to the fact that those who can talk most easily with 
each other across the dividing line are the narrowest empiricists, the techno
lJ.ogists, those wirt:h least affinity to the humanistic tradition in sociological 
thought. This, I believe, is unfortunate. 

Let me 'assure you that I hav-e no hostile fHelings against technologists -
some of my best friends are computer men. But I really think that the fact 
that a com'puter man from New York can communicate with a computer man 
from Leningrad does not repr·esent a tremendous achievement of in'bernational 
understanding. What can one do about this? Very few of us, I hope, whether 
Ma;r:x,ists or non-Marxists, would likH to go back to attitudes which, on the one 
si-de, viewed western sociology as nothing but a bourgeois ideology and, on the 
other si.de, viewed Marxism a s an anti -scientific dogma. Most of us, I believ·e, 
hav~e come to regard these rigid positions as unreasonable. What, then, are the 
reasonable opUons? I can see thre.e principal options. 

One option, of course, ·is simply to avoid theoretical problems and collaborate, 
where ~conveniHnt, on research data and ·methodš. I have alr:eady said that 
I find such a prospect unfortunate. I do so as a non-Marxist sociologist, with 
a rather strong commitment to the idea that our science is, by its very nature, 
a humanistic discipline. But, it seems to me, that the prospect of a sort of 

,,_=._,_ •••.. , ... š~·haTa~1·y.=···in:t,erňationaie. ai· positivists - "computer men of an countries, 

unite!" - must be ~equally unappHaling to a Marxist, espectally at a time when 
there is a deep concern within the Marxist camp to ar,rive at a fuller defini
tion of Marxist humanism. There is a oertain attraction to what American socio
logists Uke to call "hardnosed empiricism" - a nq-nonsense attitude of sticking 
to verifiable facts and leaving the theorizing to the philosophers 'if not to the 
posts. This, of course, is a very prevalent attitude among sociologists in 
America and in west,ern Europe today, iJ:mt what I have been able to see of 
sociology coming f,rom th:e socialist countries during the last deca·de makes 
me think that, perhaps for und-erstandable reasons, this attitude has a c·ertain 
frequency here as well. I suppose it all depends on what one thinks sociology 
is capable of doing. If one simply looks on it as an instrument of "sooial 
engine.ering", the empiricist attitude mak,es sense. My own view is somewhat 
more ambitionrs and, ·consequently, I am reluctant t·o abandon ·sociology to the 
technicians altogether. I am even more reluctant, because I b:eliev-e that such 
a divorce f1rom theory ( which also means a divorce from history and from 
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philosophy) ·eventually makes for stHrility and distortion even on the strictly 
emp.i.rical level, 

A second option woul'd be direct and intensive discussion of precisely those 
issues that divide Ma:rxists and non-Marxists in the interpretation of social 
phenomena. T'his would entail the me:thod that the-Germans, rather nioely, call 
Streitgesprliche. Under the dght circumstances this can give a lot of satisfac
tion to all concerned, but I am rather screptical whether it g•ets anyone very 
far int·ellectually. For example, one can have endless d-iscussions about the 
possibility or impossibility of a "value-free" social scienoe, or about diffrering 
conceptions of "class" and "class struggle", without ·getting to anything beyond 
the place from which one started - namely, the understanding that Maorxists 
and non-Marxist disagr.ee on these things. QUite apart from the likelihood that 
such head-on discussi·on will simply become political controversy, I strongly 
suspect that intellrectual progress is usually made by less dramatic means. 

The third option would be :to beg.in with common theoretical problems and 
then to discuss these with some readiness to learn from one another. This is 
the opUon I very much prefer. Sinoe I am speaking here in a Marxist mHieu, 
it would be lboth ~impolite and ( morre im~portant) illogical to sp.eoulate on what 
Marxist sociologists ml.ght learn from non-Marxist threory. Cl·early, this is some
thing they must decide themselves. But it is pertinent to indicate the areas 
in which I seH common theor.etical problrems and the points where those of us 
outside the Marxist camp might look for help from Marxist work in sociological 
thHory. 

Hefore I do this, however, it may be useful to make a f·ew brief r:emarks 
about the state of theory in western sociology. In this, as 1in other areas of the 

- "s~ocToYo"gicaCenfěrprfse, Amě:rican sociology occuptes a dominant pos'ition today. 
I think it is fair to say that the "hardnosHd -empiricisrn" for which American 
sociology, or at least •a major portion of it, is correcUy known, has exerted 
a vHry strong influence on soc.iologists in western Europe since World War II. 
The United States today is to sociology, at lreast ·in the west, what Germany 
was to philosophy in the 19th century - a kind of Miecca, to which academic 
pilgrims come with expectations which, for someone .inside the American si
tuation, are rather ridiculous. I mys elf was amaz,e·d to se-e, when I was a visiting 
professor- at the University of Gologne three years ago, how student s applied 
themselves to newly arriv;ed cop.ies nf the American Sociological Review and the 
American Journal of Sociology as if these were so many oracles of profound 
wisdom - hardly a plausible attitude ·in view of the mass of trivial'ity with 
which these publications are usually fiUed. The result of all this has been tha1:, 
by and large, sociology tn western Europ:e has been as dependent on America 
for theory, such as it is, as it has been for other aspects of the disciplin.e. 
There are, of course~. some -exceptions to this ( particularly in France and in the 
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Germarn P.ederal Republic), but I don't think that these havie as yet begun to 
change the geneval pirctur.e. 

Amerrioan sociology hras been viewed by some observers as a theoretical Sa
harah. This -is not ·quite accurate. If nothing ·else, of a course, there i:s the 
massive pr~Hsenoe of structural-functionalist theory, which (for reasons that 
brevity .forbids going tnto here) has almost attained a sort of "sremi-official" 
status in the Ame.rican sociological establishment. By this I don't only mean the 
position of great prestige occupied by Talcott Parsons and his work, but ( actu
ally more important) the fact that the theoretical parlance of structural-functio
nalism has beeome a lingua franca even among soctologi:sts with little theo
reNcal 'i'nterest of their own. Other theorretical approaches have been very 
much put 'in the shadow by this dominant nrientation. The approaches of the 
generation of Europ•ean "masters" - Emilre Durkheim, Max W,eber, Georg S'im''"' 
mel ·and so on - have become "classic" in the most depressing sense of the 
word - that is, relegated to prefaces and footnotes, where they a·re given 
a cursory and ritualistic obelsance. Often, "theory" is equated with "rrnethodo
logy", in the sense of a systematic reUection about the logic of empirical 
research - certainly a necessary undertaking, but also a great •shrinkage .in 
the scope of theorizing. There are, indeed, two indigenously American appro
'aches that continue with some vigor - the one, a generally "left" .(though 
hardly Marxist) approach, •in the foot,steps ·Df Thorst•ein Veibl:en and C. Wright 
Mills - the other, the approa,ch commonly known as symbol'ic-irrtevactionism, 
•deriv·ed from the theories of George Herbert Mead. Lately, howeve.r, these 
approaches hav'e themselves .emphasized empirical analysis over theoretical 
construction - in the former case, critical analysis of present-day American 

.... "~~.~-~-~!X ... ~9:~S! ... PgJiJ1~§ - ii1 thH latter oase, the analysis of concretre problems 
of social psychology of occupations ar ·in medical sociology. I think it is fair 
to ·say that no one coming from any of these other directions has bHen able to 
match Parsons either 'in quantity or in scope w.hen it comes to theoretical 
work. 

I think it is also fair to say that there has been a growing malaise about 
this situation, and a rather vague groping for a way out of the unedify.i:ng alter
native "aut Parsons aut nžhžl~~. Some ·of this malaise has probably comH from 
doisappointments with the results of P.arsonian theory Hself. This is not the 
pl.ace for a criticism of Parso:ns - thought I should say that I would not asso
ciate myself winh the more vi•olent crirticisms, which, iin my opinion, have beHn 
inaccurat·e and unfarir (for instance, the wldespread criticism that there is no 
place :for social change in the Parsonian system is quit~e sim:ply, factually, in
correc.t); and, if nothrng else, Pars,ons deserves a great deal of gratitude for 
making theorizing unce more a respectable acHvity within American sociology. 
My own troubl'e with Parsons is less with what he says than what he leaves 
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aut. W·hen all tis said an done, the Parsonian system thus far is ma1nly an 
immense array of classif'icatory schemata, which only ravely help us to grasp 
the concrete, historical reality of social events. There ar,e i:ndications in the 
most r,eoent wor'k of Parsons's, particularly in comparative sociology, that he -is 
moving beyond this and modifying the system accordingly, but it is in earlier 
version that his theory has atta'ine'd its present status. In any case, I would 
agree with the curren.t malaise in feeling that important tasks of sociological 
theory stUl lie ahead of us. 

Let me now mention briefly a few problems, whďch, in my opinion, consti
tute such tasks. I shall not do so in any particular order of respective impor
tance ar with the aim of being -exhaustive, but I want to pay spec-ial attention 
to problems where conversation between Marxi·sts and non-Marxists theorists is 
mos't Hk.ely to be productive. 

It se-ems plausible to me that tlhe border territory between the social sciences 
and human biology will be of great importance to sociological theory in coming 
y·ea•rs. It is dear that the revolution now taking place in the bi'Ological scienees 
will p'Osit probl>ems -in th'e area of social policy, of law and murality, but this 
is not what I mean here. The great strid-es :tn the advanoement of biologioal 
knowledge about man ( and not ronly in genetics) also pos'it problems for 
anthropological theury, problems that must not be ignored by the sociologist. 
Non-Marxist soeiological theory, at least since Herhert SpencHr and William 
Graham Sumner, has ibBen quite oblivious of a:nd even 'inimical to lbiological 
consi'derations - for understandable reasons, perhaps, in visum of t:he theore
tical fiasc'Os of "soctal Darwinism". Some neo-Darwinistic noises have been 
ma'de by a few sociologists since the oelebration in 1959, at the University of 

''"·~·"·''"'"~Ghic.agQ, .Pltl1.sLlQQJh .a"mniversary of The Oržgin of Species, but ther;e have been 
few concrete results of this. Parsons has liked to use the term "evolution" 
in his r1ecent work, iJJut I have the strong feeling that if one simply substituted 
"history" for this, one would not distort his meaning. In other words, what has 
been called a new evolutionary Hmphasis in sociology is not really the 1.'1esult 
of a serious encountBr with modern biology. The most inter,esting indications 
of what such 'a result might bring come, I think, from· recent German work, 
parHcularly that inspired by t<he human biology of F. J. J. Buytendijk and Adolf 
Portmann, and by the ethologicral school of Konrad Lorenz. The theory of 
institutions of Arnold Gehlen shoul<d be speciially mentioned in this connecNon. 
I do not know what the situation is ·in this regm:d among Marxist sociologists, 
but I have not seHn anything that wouM seem to come fram· a confrontation 
with new biolog.ical insights. 

It seems to me that soc~olog.ists, almost a pržori, are disposed t,o avoid biolo
gical explanations of social phenomena. I fully share this dispositti.on and am 
certainly no advocate of some new version of biologism. What we need in 
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sociological theory, I think, ts a fuUer grasp of the dialectic between society 
and its biological substratum. By this I don't mean so much the interaction 
between any human community and its natural environment - on that, 
after all, we hiave a good deal of knowledge, most of it coming from ethnology 
and cultural . anthropology - but rather the lintreraction between sociali'zation 
and organism'. We ,own to Marx trhe fundamental categories of praxžs,. of labor 
as the human world, ~eventuating in an anthropology that understands man as 
his own product. I think that we still have not come fully to terms with the 
radical transformation in man's self-understanding that these Marxian insiights 
~ntail. Man's world-production and self-production, however, take place within 
a condition that has biological determinants. Praxis can never be a magical 
sov,ereignty over its biological circumstances - but neither is it mechanically 
caused by these circumsúances. The real relationship can, I think, only be 
grasped in dialectical terms - but to say this is the beginning, not the end, 
of a mass of theoretical problems. Specifically, sociological theory will have to 
clarify how the organism imposes limits upon the scope of social phenomena 
- and it will also have to clarify in what manner sooi-ety modifies the organism 
in its turn, in collective praxis and in the socialization of the individua!. Let me 
only mention sexuality as the most ohvious arrea in whlch these theoretical 
problems may be concretely dealt with. 

Another area in which ( contrary to superficial appearance) essential theore
tical tasks' remain to be accomplished is that -of social psychology. In this area, 
of course, there has been an enormous amount !Qf work, particularly in America, 
but I would argue that trhe brasic theoretical task stili remains undone. Speaking 
of the Amertican situaNon only, this is due, I think, to an unfortunate dicho
tomization between experimental and clinical approaches in psychological work 

··"··-::::·~·1:1ie""Iořměr ~aominaf.eci by behaviorism' and learning theory, the latter by 

various psychoanalytical approaches. But neither behaviorism nor psychoana
lysis, in most of their vari-eties, will satisfy the requirements of a soci,ological 
perspectirve. Both (though for diffevent reasons) are really not capable of 
deaHng with the social as a phenomenon. My own conviction is that the tradi
tion of American social psychology that started with George Herbert Mead, and 
particularly the work of Mead himself, ought to be the starting point for 
via'ble theoretical work in this area - specifically, because Mead giv,es us the 
basic cat,egories for a truly dialectical understanding of the relaúionship bet
ween society and individua! consciousness (including indivldual 'identity). It 

seems to me, incidentally, that for this very reason Mi8ad ouglit to be of special 
interest to MarXIists - much more so than Frreud, whose anthropology, in my 
opinion, is ressentially non..:'dialectical. 

Soc1ologieial theory will have to insist on the necessity of what may be called 
a sociological psychology, that is, on consc;iousness and identity as products 
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of social processes ( socialization, in the broadest sense of the word). But such 
an axiomatic stat,ement is not enough. Sociologic.al theory will also have to 
clarify what some French Marxists have aptly called the problem of m:edliations, 
that is, the problem of the concrete interaction between social structures and 
psychological phenomena of all sorts. This is lacking in Meadian social psycho..: 
logy- Mead nev,er dev,eloped a conception of social structur~e ·and h!is followers, 
quite logically, have usually concentrated their attention on .microsocial pheno
mena. The theol'letic:al bridg'e stili to be built, how.ever, is that between macro
sociology and social psychology. You may recall the famous question of Mon
tesquieu's Lettres persanes - "how can o:ne be a Persian ?" We are stili faced 
with this quesUon in try•ing to understand sociolog·ically any giv-en indivJ:dual 
- how can he be a Persian ( that is, representing in his person a multlitude of 
things pertaining to a specific, histo!'lically formed social structure) and, at the 
same time, a concrete individual ( that i1s, an indivi,dual with a specific biography 
that is not simply the mechanical particula!'lization of the ·soctal structure within 
which it has unfoldeld)? It s>eems to me that the theoretical clarHication of 
these problems is a particularly fascinaHng 'int.eUectual task. 

Further, I believe that much work remains to be done on a comprehensive 
sociological theory of institutions. To be sure, there is a large literature 
dealing with instituUonal pro'blems of one 1kind or another. But the existence 
of institutions is usually taken for granted in this lHeratur-e, posHHd as an 
unexami1ned starting point for the investigation of particular empirical quesHons, 
or alternatively dealt with in terms 'Of more or less complex classificatory pro
cedures. My opinion is that we have not yet r~eached the potnt of theor-eHcal 
clarity where we can afford to do this, but rather tb.at we must return once 

~ .. J,no:rJ~.".J:.eO .. Jh.e .v.er.:y fJinc]jarnent,al question, "what ar-e tnstitutions in the f'irst 
place?" This will appear as a naive st•ep mainly to those who have left unexa
min<ed the,ir own theoretical presuppositiorns ( perhaps in the, much more naiv:e, 
faith that all such questions have already .been "taken care of" by the "clas
sics"). Of course, it is quite possibl'e to undertake useful sociological work 
without returning to such root quesUons. But, I think, that ln the long run a 
re-examination of these quesUons will be fruitfu.l even in t~erms of very 
"hardnosed" Hmpirical work. 

It seems to me that a number of avenues might be pursued here. One, already 
menHoned, ·is an inquiry int·o the biological presuppositions of institutionali
zation. Another is the phenomenological analysis of the Lebenswelt in its social 
dimensions, an enterprise where special attention must be given to the work 
of Alfred Schutz (whose Collected Papers are now finally avari.lable in a three..: 
volume English ediUon). Another avenue might lie in an int-ensive confronta
tion with recent work in linguistics - something that few sociologists hav:e 
done so far and where they might leam a .lot from their colleagues in cultural 
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anthropology, not least from Claurde Leví-Strauss ( without neoessarily becoming 
"structuralists", in the sense now ibe'ing given to thiis term iil France). I also 
think, ťhough, that here too the contribution of Marxist sociologists oould be 
of very great importance. It is to Marx that we owe the fundamental insight 
'into the processes of objectivaHon (Versachlžchung} and into social institutions 
as products of objectivation. It is also to M~rx that we owe the fundamental 
analyses of reif!ication ( Verdinglichung} as a social phenomenon. Seen in a 
Marxian prerspectiv-e, a good deal of suciological theoriz;ing appears as a deifi

catory -enterprise, as the distortive hypostatizatiotl of socd.al reality, or, if you 
wi,sh, as the producUon of "fetishes". Conversely, Marx·ists particularly should 
be interested in the pot.enU.al rof sociological thought as a de-relifying, and the
reby humanizing undertak1ng. 

If instituHons are und'erstood as collectíve objectivations, and if the full 
theoretiical implications of such •an undrerst.anding are realized, th.en sociralogical 
theory will be comp•elled into an tntensive conversation not only w1th philo
sophy but also with history, that is, with historical scholarship. Institutirons are 
not only human products; they are _products with a history. On ty if this history 

'is und1erstood, can any giv•en institutlon be grasped in its present stat-e ( inclu
ding its present "functionality"). For this reason, the histor·ical study of in
stitutlions is of great relevance to sociological theory (qll!it•e apart from the in
terest sociologists might have ·in this or that particular historical development). 

For example, it seems to m·e that any sociology of contemporary relligion (to 
m·ention an area in which I have done some WD'rk myself) will be hopelessly 
inade,quat'e unless it is undertaken against the background of a broad knowled..: 
ge of the histor·ical roots of the present situation - and, furthermore, any so
"91,Q1QgJg~?Lth~Q.ry of r·el'igion will have to take cognizance of the history of re
ligion if its concepts and generalizations are to be adHquate. 

Another important area of theoretioal work is the sociology of knowledge, 
including the critique of ideologies. It is most regrettable, I 'believe, that, at 

l·east in western so.ciology, the sociology of knowledge has been a p'8riphera1 
su'b-discipHne, of interest only to a few people concerned with snciological 
a.sprects of the ."hfistory of 1ideas". It was one of Schutz's important achievements 
to have shown that the sociology of knowledge ought not, primarUy, concern 
itself with "ideas", but rather with "commonsens-e knowledge", that is, with 
the whole range of (ma·inly pDe-theoretioal) taken for-grante'd cognitive anrd 
nurmative assumptions that make ev,eryday soctl.al life possible. In other words, 
the .soc1iology of knowledge ought to conceTn itself with everything that passes 
for "knowl8'dgre" in snciety. As soon .as this is granted, the sociology of know
ledge will be seen to deal not with peripheral but with the most centra! 
quest.i<ons of sociological theory - first of all, with the centra! question, 
"how lis a s-ocial r.eality prroduced and maintained ?" 
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SinGe this is the ar.ea to which I have devoted most of my Nme in the last 
f·ew yeaTs, I shall refrain from the temptation to sltart ra long discourse on this 
herte, though ,I shall take the Uberty of pointing t.o the Decent book I wrote 
about this wirth Thomas Luckmaun, The Socžal Constructžon of Reality. But 
I would like to m1ake one observation that might 'be rel.evant to you - namely, 
the dialectical perspective int.o which we found ourselves led by the intrinsic 
log.ic of aur inqu1iry. This was not the result of any previous predilections on 
aur part, and neiťher of us is a Marxist :iJn any sense. We found, however, that 
a dialectioal understanding of the relationship ibetween society and conscious
ness, 'between the objective reality of the dnstituHonal world and the sub}ecti
vity of the ·individua! acting ín that world, was the only one that :was adequate 
to aur theoretic1al problem. We began with Schutz's definiUon of the pro'bl•em. 
We w:Hre then led to seek a theoretical solution to the apparent oontradiction 
between a Durkheimian and a Weberian view •uf social fleality. It is at thi:s point 
that we found Marx of very great importance indeed. As a Deoolt •of all this, 
I would fHel that Marxists have an limportant contribution to make in this area, 
not only beeause they have a predilection towards i'deological analysis and 
because they are prone to operate with concepts such as "false consciousnes" 
or the l'ike, but ratheT because they have a predilection towards dialectical 
perspectives ·on these matters. It seems to me that, in this connection, a fuUer 
confrontation betwe<en Marxism an:d phenomenology (p.articularly ,the pheno
menology ·of the Lebenswelt would be very useful). 

Nee.dless to say, these rem1a'flks .have 'been exceedingly sketchy and program
matic. 1Perhaps a few of the questions I have raised may be clarifiied further 
in discuss:ion. But I hope that I have at least made dear the general character 
of the task ·as I s•e•e it ·for soctiological theory. The pract·ical ·implications are 
fairly obvitous. S'OcLol.ogical th'eory cannot be unde·rtaken in some sort of dis
ctplinary isolation. It will hav-e to be in an orn.going conversaťion With otl1er 
sciences, both social and biological. It will also have t.o retain its "class'ic" con
necti-on with both philosophy and history, and with the humaniti-es at I'arge. 
Indeed, a good case can be made that sociology litself must be counted among 
the humaniti:es, in the very spHcific sense .of those disciplines that deal with 
man as man :rather than in t·erms of abstractions that lose th'e concrete, histo
r·ical r-eality of human liife. Sooiology in this sense, and pe:rticularly sociologi
cal theory, has a considerable contribution to make to the construction of an 
adequate anthropology and thus to the intellectual clas1f'ication of a truly 
contemporary humarrism. 
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